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LTP (ªdepotentiationº) is a separate entity. NSF±GluR2- and Shadlen (1999) record from two prefrontal areas
and find that neurons in only one of them fire more whenmediated AMPA receptor trafficking, however, plays an
the monkey expects three squirts of water to drink thanimportant role in maintaining synaptic strength and is a
when it expects one.potential target for LTD-inducing stimuli.
The experiment uses a clever and carefully balanced
design. The monkey fixates on a red dot in the centerDimitri M. Kullmann
of a computer screen. Then, the color changes to greenUniversity Department of Clinical Neurology
or white, signaling, respectively, that either one or threeInstitute of Neurology
squirts of water will be rewarded if the animal completesUniversity College London
the trial successfully. A red light briefly flashes some-Queen Square
where else on the computer screen, in the target loca-London WC1N 3BG
tion. The monkey waits for 2±4 s until the fixation lightUnited Kingdom
is extinguished; during this crucial delay period, only
the colored fixation-cum-reward signal is on the screen.
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precedes the target location cue. Although Leon andZamanillo, D., Sprengel, R., Hvalby, O., Jensen, V., Burnashev, N.,
Rozov, A., Kaiser, K.M., Koster, H.J., Borchardt, T., Worley, P., et Shadlen find examples of neurons with a variety of re-
al. (1999). Science 284, 1805±1811. sponses, in general it appears that the larger reward
does not cause area 46 neurons to fire more than smaller
reward in the interim following the reward cue but pre-
ceding the target cue. Also, if the target is outside of
the receptive field, as it is on half of the trials, the firing
rate of some neurons is significantly modulated by ex-Greater Expectations
pected reward, but there is no bias toward higher rates
with larger reward. These two results imply that ex-
pected reward alone is not driving these neurons but is
How do reward circuits work? That is, how does reward modulating the well-documented firing during the delay
affect the firing of neurons in the primate brain and in following a target cue in the receptive field. Furthermore,
what regions? And can this be traced both upstream to these control experiments and the absence of a robust
causes in the neuronal inputs and downstream to effects effect in the FEF suggest that the bias toward more
in the behavior? Many neurons in dorsolateral prefrontal firing with greater expected reward in area 46 is not due
cortex fire with no direct stimulus while the monkey is to increased general arousal.
waiting for a signal to move its eyes to a remembered The experimental design has several attractive fea-
location (Miller, 1999). This is thought to be a physiologi- tures. The large or small reward is cued by a color
cal basis for working memory or movement preparation. change. The stimuli are otherwise identical as is the task
Watanabe (1990, 1996) has reported that the firing rate difficulty. The behavioral differences for large and small
during this delay can be increased by expected reward. reward are not great and are analyzed. The quantity,
not the quality, of reward is varied; this offers greaterIn the experiments reported in this issue of Neuron, Leon
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control while perhaps diminishing the rich spectrum of Are there candidate mechanisms? There is accumu-
lating evidence that dopamine is the currency of rewardpossible reward. Finally, on half of the trials the order
of the reward and target location cues is reversed, and dopamine innervation is known to enhance the delay
activity of neurons in prefrontal cortex (Williams andwhich, as we have seen, allows further dissection of the
role of reward. Goldman-Rakic, 1995). The FEF does not show the mod-
ulation despite dopamine innervation, however, so theIn one limited region of dorsolateral prefrontal cortex,
then, expected reward modulates the firing rate of neu- story is unlikely to be a simple one. Experiments might
reveal that individual dopamine neurons have plasticrons with target receptive fields during a delay before
the gaze is shifted to a target location; the modulation of connections to prefrontal neurons. This would provide
a specificity of dopamine action consistent with theother neurons was not recorded. Might the modulation
have been due to the different cue colors? Leon and range of reward modulation and probably necessary for
complex decision making.Shadlen performed the appropriate control, swapping
the color±reward assignment, and demonstrated that Other experimental directions abound. One might
imagine extending this work to more reward sizes, whichthe modulation followed the expected reward size, not
the color of the cue. Was the enhancement due to the would determine if the absolute size of expected reward
modulates firing or if relative reward size is crucial, asmonkey's preparation for a quicker or more accurate
response when expecting larger reward? The authors demonstrated by Tremblay and Schultz (1999) in orbito-
frontal cortex. Also, extending the range of reward mightanalyzed trial-to-trial fluctuations in the firing rates of
neurons to see if they were fully accounted for by fluctu- increase the fraction of cells showing significant modu-
lation in the given sampling time. Or, one could lookations in behavioral parameters like saccade latency.
Including the size of reward in the analysis accounted for evidence of plasticity as reward is learned. Training
effects have been seen in the ventral tegmental areafor significantly more of the variation, implying that the
enhancement of firing rates by larger expected reward (VTA), which supplies dopamine to prefrontal cortex
(Schultz et al., 1997). In the VTA, dopaminergic neuronswas not related entirely to behavioral performance.
Reward influences the firing of neurons in several ar- initially exhibit transient signals at the time of actual
reward that become transformed with training into tran-eas, including frontal and parietal cortices, basal gan-
glia, and dopamine neurons in the ventral tegmental area sient signals of expected reward. Related results have
been reported in the prefrontal cortex (Asaad et al.,and substantia nigra. Watanabe has previously reported
the effects of specific anticipated rewards on the delay 1998). There clearly is an enormous amount of experi-
mental and theoretical work yet to do to figure out howactivity of prefrontal neurons and even noted a more
modest bias toward the ªpreferredº reward. So, what is reward circuits work. Progress will be steady if others
place pieces of the puzzle as carefully as Leon andthe real advance in this work of Leon and Shadlen?
The institution of a quantitative changeÐmore reward Shadlen place this one.
instead of ªbetterº rewardÐand a thoughtful experimen-
tal design allows greater control and hence more confi- Kenneth I. Blum
Neurondence in the interpretation of the results. The careful
population analysis is a filter that passes only robust
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nismÐand measuring the effect on behavior. And, to be
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functional signal downstream all the way to motor out-
put. Another indication of the functional relevance of
the signal Leon and Shadlen have investigated might
be uncovered if the task were made more difficult. In
that case, correlations between fluctuations in the per-
formance of the animal and the response of area 46
neurons might be expected. This would not demonstrate
a causal link, however. This approach has been used in
a number of studies, and has recently been used to
study reward in parietal cortex (Platt and Glimcher,
1999).
